The CRISPR-Cas9 system has revolutionized gene editing both at single genes and in multiplexed loss-of-function screens, thus enabling precise genome-scale identification of genes essential for proliferation and survival of cancer cells 1,2 . However, previous studies have reported that a geneindependent antiproliferative effect of Cas9-mediated DNA cleavage confounds such measurement of genetic dependency, thereby leading to false-positive results in copy numberamplified regions 3,4 . We developed CERES, a computational method to estimate gene-dependency levels from CRISPR-Cas9 essentiality screens while accounting for the copy numberspecific effect. In our efforts to define a cancer dependency map, we performed genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 essentiality screens across 342 cancer cell lines and applied CERES to this data set. We found that CERES decreased false-positive results and estimated sgRNA activity for both this data set and previously published screens performed with different sgRNA libraries. We further demonstrate the utility of this collection of screens, after CERES correction, for identifying cancer-typespecific vulnerabilities.
However, we and others have recently observed that measurements of cell proliferation in genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 loss-of-function screens are influenced by the genomic copy number of the region targeted by the single guide RNA (sgRNA)-Cas9 complex 1, 3, 4 . Targeting Cas9 to DNA sequences within regions of high copy number gain creates multiple DNA double-strand breaks, thus inducing a geneindependent DNA-damage response and a phenotype of G2 cell-cycle arrest 3 . This systematic sequence-independent effect due to DNA cleavage (copy number effect) confounds the measurement of the consequences of gene deletion on cell viability (gene-knockout effect) and is detectable even among low-level copy number amplifications and deletions. In particular, this phenomenon hinders interpretation of experiments performed in cancer cell lines that contain many genomic amplifications, because genes in these regions represent a major source of false positives 3, 4 . Existing methods to handle the copy number effect adopt filtering schemes 9 , which preclude examination of data from within amplified regions and ignore the effect at lowlevel alterations. Here, we present CERES, a method to estimate gene dependency from essentiality screens while computationally correcting the copy number effect, thus enabling unbiased interpretation of gene dependency at all levels of copy number.
In our efforts to define a cancer dependency map, i.e., a catalog of cell-line-specific genetic and chemical vulnerabilities 10, 12 , we performed genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 loss-of-function screens in 342 cancer cell lines representing 27 cell lineages (Supplementary Table 1 ; URLs), using the Avana sgRNA library 13 (Supplementary  Table 2) , and assessed the cell-proliferation effects of introducing each sgRNA (Online Methods). After application of quality-control measures, receiver operating characteristic analysis of sgRNAs targeting 'gold standard' common core essential and nonessential Computational correction of copy number effect improves specificity of CRISPR-Cas9 essentiality screens in cancer cells l e t t e r s genes 14 demonstrated high screen quality in all cell lines (Fig. 1a) . This collection of screens surpasses the scale of existing comparable data sets by approximately tenfold. To confirm the generalizability of our results in independent screens performed with different sgRNA libraries, we reanalyzed two published data sets derived from screens across 33 cancer cell lines of diverse cell lineage (GeCKOv2) 3 and 14 acute myeloid leukemia cell lines (denoted Wang 2017) 9 ( Supplementary Fig. 1a) .
Using genomic copy number data from the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) 15 , we assessed the 342 cell lines screened in our Avana data set for sensitivity to the copy number effect, as in Aguirre et al. 3 . In consonance with previous observations, the relationship held in every cell line in our panel: sgRNAs targeting more genomic loci were on average more depleted, frequently to levels similar to or below the depleted levels of sgRNAs targeting cell-essential genes ( Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 1b,c) . In each of the three data sets, some of the observed variability in sensitivity was explained by the p53 mutational status of each line in CCLE (Supplementary Fig. 1d) .
To quantify the extent to which this sgRNA-level effect translates into false-positive gene dependencies, we ranked the genes in each cell line by the average depletion of their targeting sgRNAs (average guide score). In an example breast cancer cell line, HCC1419, the list of highranking genes was enriched in both genes involved in fundamental cellular processes and genes with amplified copy number (Fig. 1c) . The depletion ranks of the 100 genes with the largest copy number measurements were significantly higher than expected for most cell lines (298/342 with P <0.05, one-sample one-tailed KolmogorovSmirnov test; Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 2a) , and the extent of enrichment was significantly correlated with the average copy number of these genes (Spearman ρ = 0.61, P < 10 −15 ), in agreement with the results of previous studies (Supplementary Fig. 2b) .
To decouple the gene-knockout effect from the copy number effect, we developed CERES, which computationally models the measured l e t t e r s sgRNA depletion (D) as a sum of these two effects ( Fig. 2 and Online Methods). Specifically, for each sgRNA i and cell line j, CERES assumes the following model
where ε is a zero-mean, independent Gaussian noise term. The geneknockout effect is a sum of cell-line-specific (g kj ) and shared (h k ) effects, which are aggregated across any gene targeted by sgRNA i (G i ). The copy number effect is modeled by a piecewise linear spline, f j , evaluated at the number of genomic sites targeted, determined by the target loci (L i ) and the copy number at each locus (C lj ) (Online Methods). The cumulative depletion effects are then scaled by a guide activity score (q i ), restricted to values between 0 and 1, to capture and mitigate the influence of low-quality reagents 13, 16, 17 . The offset term o i accounts for noise in the measurement of sgRNA abundance in the reference pool (Online Methods). CERES infers the gene-knockout effects and all other parameters by fitting the model to the observed data via alternating least-squares regression (Online Methods). The inferred gene-knockout effects are then scaled per cell line such that scores of 0 and −1 represent the median effects of nonessential genes and common core essential genes, respectively. We applied CERES to the Avana data set of 342 essentiality screens, as well as to the GeCKOv2 and Wang 2017 data sets, and analyzed the inferred gene-knockout effects (Supplementary Tables 3-5) . As expected, CERES markedly decreased the correlation between copy number and gene dependency found in the uncorrected average guide scores ( Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 3a ) and nearly entirely removed the relationship among unexpressed genes, as determined from CCLE expression data ( Supplementary Fig. 3b ). For each gene, we correlated its copy number measurements to its dependency scores before and after correction and found that CERES shifted the mean correlation to near zero ( Supplementary Fig. 3c ). CERES also improved the identification of essential genes in 339 of 342 screens, as measured by the recall of common core essential genes at a 5% false discovery rate (FDR) of nonessential genes 2 , by an average of 13.8% ( Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 4a ) (Online Methods). This improvement was substantially better than a simple linear model used to correct the relationship between average guide score and copy number ( Supplementary Fig. 4b ) (Online Methods). Furthermore, CERES preserved an average of 134 genes per cell line that would have been removed with a simple filtering scheme. On average, six of these filtered genes per cell line scored as essential below a threshold of −0.6 after CERES correction ( Supplementary  Fig. 4c ). Reassuringly, CERES preserved expected cancer-specific dependencies, even in amplified regions, such as KRAS in an example amplification on chromosome (chr) 12p of the DAN-G pancreatic cancer cell line ( Fig. 3c and Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Additionally, KRAS-mutant cell lines remained substantially enriched over wild type for KRAS gene dependency (Fig. 3d) , a result that generalized to other known oncogenes (Supplementary Fig. 6 ).
CERES estimates a guide activity score for each sgRNA used in the screens (Supplementary Tables 6-8) . Although experimentally validating the activity of all, or even most, sgRNAs in a genomescale library is unfeasible, sequence determinants have proven useful in the prediction of on-target activity 13, 18, 19 . The Avana sgRNA library was optimized through such predictions. Fittingly, CERES estimated higher guide activity scores on average for the Avana data set relative to GeCKOv2, with a nearly 20-fold increase in the ratio of high-to low-activity sgRNAs (161.3 to 1 and 8.3 to 1; Fig. 4a ). The guide activity scores for the 4,770 sgRNAs common to both libraries showed substantial agreement (Spearman ρ = 0.53, P < 10 −15 ; Fig. 4b ), thus demonstrating that CERES captured a measure of sgRNA activity that was reproducible across independent collections of screens ( Supplementary Fig. 7a,b) . For both the GeCKOv2 and Avana libraries, we compared CERES guide activity scores to sequence-based predictions of sgRNA activity (Doench-Root scores) 13 and found significant correspondence (Avana, Pearson ρ = 0.21, P < 10 −15 ; GeCKOv2, Pearson ρ = 0.37, P < 10 −15 ; Fig. 4c) . Together, these results demonstrate that the guide activity scores inferred by CERES are useful for estimating gene-knockout effects, and they further suggest that CERES could be used to aid in the selection of reagents for follow-up experiments.
To identify cancer-specific genetic vulnerabilities, we used a metric of differential dependency representing the strength of dependency in a cell line relative to all other lines screened (Online Methods). We assessed an upper bound on the number of false-positive differential dependencies due to copy number amplifications by calculating the l e t t e r s percentage of amplified genes at every possible threshold of differential dependency. In the uncorrected data, the percentage of amplified genes increased at stronger dependency thresholds, climbing above 30% at the highest levels of differential dependency, an effect that CERES substantially decreased ( Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 8a ).
We next used a similar procedure to examine unexpressed genes, whose deletion or editing was not expected to induce phenotypic effects and which would represent an overt source of false positives if scored as differentially dependent. We found that, for genes below a differential dependency of −8, CERES decreased the percentage of unexpressed genes from 6.6% to 0.9%, thus indicating a substantial improvement in specificity ( Fig. 5b and Supplementary Fig. 8b) .
A data set of this scale enables the discovery of genetic vulnerabilities specific to a subset of cancer cell lines defined by some cellular context, such as cell lineage. We hypothesized that, in this setting, copy number effects driven by recurrent copy number alterations, even with small effect sizes, could introduce false positives. For each gene, we compared average guide scores in 26 breast cancer cell lines to those of all other cell lines (Online Methods). Indeed, we found several differential dependencies resident on chr8q, which was recurrently amplified in breast tumors (Fig. 6a) . However, when we used CERES-corrected dependency scores, we found that only two of the original chr8q genes, TRPS1 and GRHL2, remained (Fig. 6b) . To confirm this finding by using a complementary assay, we analyzed this set of genes in a data set derived from genome-scale RNA-interference screens across 501 cancer cell lines 10 . We found that these were the only two genes on chr8q that scored as differentially dependent in the 34 breast lines, whereas most genes in other regions were validated (Supplementary Fig. 9a,b) . Previous studies have implicated these transcription factors in breast cancer progression 20, 21 , and the high expression levels of these and other transcription factors in breast lines identified suggest that they are likely to be true differential dependencies (Supplementary Fig. 9c) . We extended this analysis to all cell lineages with recurrently amplified chromosome arms and quantified the enrichment of differential dependencies before and after CERES correction in each context. We observed that CERES decreased the fraction of differential dependencies on the recurrently amplified chromosome arm in 24 out of 25 such cases (Fig. 6c and Online Methods).
Although CERES leverages data across many cell lines to infer guide activity scores, we confirmed that this approach can be applied to data sets of any size-even a screen of a single cell line-given predetermined guide activity scores. These scores may be precomputed from a larger set of screens, predicted with available tools, or assumed to be uniform. In random subsamplings of cell lines from the Avana data set, CERES performed nearly as it well as it did when it was applied to the full set. Furthermore, we tested CERES on single cell lines, using fixed uniform guide activities, and found that the median improvement per cell line was more than 97% that of the run on all 342 cell lines ( Supplementary Fig. 10 and Online Methods).
In summary, we introduce a large set of uniformly performed CRISPR-Cas9 essentiality screens of cancer cell lines, propose a methodology to estimate gene dependency while removing false positives due to copy number effects, and demonstrate the power of these two resources in identifying genetic vulnerabilities of cancer. To facilitate the use of the Avana data set and CERES, we have made the software available as an R package (URLs), along with all data and analysis scripts used in this study.
URLs. CERES, https://depmap.org/ceres/.
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Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available in the online version of the paper. Table 2 ). Cells were selected in puromycin and blasticidin for 7 d and then passaged without selection while a representation of 500 cells was maintained per sgRNA until 21 d after infection. Genomic DNA was purified from endpoint cell pellets, the sgRNA barcodes were PCR amplified with sufficient gDNA to maintain representation, and the PCR products were sequenced with standard Illumina machines and protocols.
Preprocessing and quality control. After sequencing of the sgRNA barcodes, raw barcode counts were deconvoluted from sequence data with PoolQ software (http://portals.broadinstitute.org/gpp/public/dir/download?dirpath=pro tocols/screening&filename=Pooled_Screening_Deconvolution_using_PoolQ. pdf/) and were summed across sequencing lanes. Samples were removed if they did not reach 15 million reads. We calculated normalized read counts for each sample according to the procedure in Cowley et al. 7 . We then calculated pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients between replicate samples from the same cell line to identify and remove poor-quality replicates, using a threshold of 0.7. All sample read counts were then divided by their representation in the starting plasmid DNA library (pDNA) to compute a fold change (FC). We computed robust strictly standardized mean difference (SSMD) 22 statistics for the replicates, using FCs between nontargeting control sgRNAs and FCs from sgRNAs targeting the spliceosomal, ribosomal, or proteasomal genes in KEGG gene sets [23] [24] [25] . We removed replicates with SSMDs that did not reach −0.5. We also followed standard fingerprinting procedures to remove mismatched cell lines 7 . The logFC data were then normalized within each cell-line replicate by subtracting the median logFC value and dividing by the median average deviation before input to CERES.
Copy number data.
Copy number data for all cancer cell lines were obtained from the CCLE 15 data portal (https://portals.broadinstitute.org/ccle/). Copy number data were derived from Affymetrix SNP6.0 arrays. Segmentation of normalized log 2 ratios was performed with the circular binary segmentation (CBS) algorithm. The data set is available at https://data.broadinstitute.org/ccle_ legacy_data/dna_copy_number/CCLE_copynumber_2013-12-03.seg.txt.
Gene expression and mutation data. Gene expression and mutation data for all cell lines were obtained from the CCLE data portal. These data sets are available at https://data.broadinstitute.org/ccle/CCLE_RNAseq_081117.rpkm. gct and https://data.broadinstitute.org/ccle/ccle2maf_081117.txt.
sgRNA genome mapping. sgRNA sequences were mapped to the hg19 reference genome with the bowtie short-read aligner (version 1.1.2) 26 . Bowtie was run with the options '-a -v 0' to find all perfect matches in the genome. Only sgRNAs with fewer than 100 alignments were included, and alignments were filtered to include an NGG protospacer-adjacent motif. Alignments were then mapped to gene coding sequences by using the consensus coding-sequence database.
Model fitting.
To fit CERES to input data, we solved the following optimization problem:
where D ij is computed according to equation (1) . The constants M, N, and K in the objective function are, respectively, the total number of sgRNAs, cell lines, and genes in the data set. The right-hand term in the objective function acts as a regularizer on the cell-line-specific deviation from the shared geneknockout effect, in which the hyperparameter λ g modulates the strength of the regularization. The first constraint on the model parameters ensures that the guide activity scores are between 0 and 1. The second constraint ensures that the copy number-effect functions are monotonically decreasing in their arguments. Because the objective function is not jointly convex in the model parameters, we fit CERES by using alternating least squares, first solving for the gene-essentiality scores and copy number-effect parameters with the guide activity scores and offsets held constant, then solving for the guide activity scores and offsets as follows. Spline functions. The piecewise linear spline functions f j in the CERES model equations allow for flexible modeling of the characteristic saturation of the copy number effect at high numbers of cuts. They are implemented with Bspline regression methods and are each parameterized by 25 slope coefficients plus a single intercept parameter. These are inferred directly in the regression that determines the gene-knockout effects. Each spline has an initial knot point at copy number = 0. The additional knot points are determined by running average linkage clustering on the copy number data for each cell line.
Hyperparameter optimization and test-set evaluation. To improve the generalizability of our model and to minimize overfitting of the training data, we regularized the cell-line-specific gene effects. To find the best value of λ g , we evaluated the mean squared error obtained on a randomly selected heldout validation set (one-tenth of all observations) for each of 25 values of λ g , sampled log uniformly from the interval [0.01, 1]. After the 25 models were evaluated, the value of λ g yielding the lowest mean squared error was used to fit the final model on the full set of observations (Supplementary Fig. 11 ). The optimized value of λ g was 0.562, 0.681, and 0.681 for the Avana, GeCKOv2, and Wang 2017 data sets, respectively.
Model complexity. Given a collection of CRISPR screening data, let N be the number of sgRNAs, M be the number of cell lines, and K be the number of targeted genes in the data set. CERES fits KM cell-line-specific gene-effect parameters and an additional K parameters for the shared gene effects. The model also fits M(S + 1) copy number-effect parameters, where S is the number of copy number segments in each piecewise linear spline, and 2N parameters for the guide activity scores and offsets. Ignoring the degrees of freedom lost by regularization and constraints, CERES takes in MN data points and fits
MN(1/N + S/N + 2/M + K/N + K/MN) parameters.
Software and implementation. Matrix operations for the optimization procedure were implemented with the open-source C++ linear-algebra library Eigen, version 3.3, available at http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/. These operations were then wrapped into the R statistical software with the 'RcppEigen' package, downloaded from http://cran.r-project.org/. The optimization routine and final fit for each data set were run with Google Cloud Platform services.
Precision-recall analysis. Precision-recall curves were generated by using the sets of common core essential and nonessential genes defined in Hart et al. 14 . The best threshold for which >95% of hits are essential genes was calculated for an FDR of 5%. The percentage of all essential genes that scored as hits at this threshold was calculated as the recall at 5% FDR.
Comparison with linear regression. For each cell line, average guide scores were regressed against gene-level copy number data by using a linear model. The fit residuals were taken as the LM-corrected gene-dependency scores. Precision-recall analysis was performed as above.
Subsampling analysis. We simulated CERES performance generalization to other data-set sizes by downsampling from the Avana data set. Specifically, for each number p in the set {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}, we ran 342/p trials (rounded up to the nearest integer), such that each cell line appeared once in each run of size p. For each p and each cell line, we evaluated the harmonic mean of precision and recall (referred to as the F1 measure) at the point of equiprobability between the essential and nonessential gene classes. We then compared this number to the F1 measure obtained by running CERES on the full Avana data set. For P <5, we fixed all guide activity scores to a value of 1.
Differential dependency. Differential dependency was calculated as the difference between a single cell line's dependency score for a given gene and the mean score for that gene across all lines screened, then Z-score-normalized to that cell line's entire set of differential dependencies to decrease the influence of noisy cell lines. For calculating the fraction of differential dependencies that were amplified or unexpressed, only genes with a negative dependency score in at least one cell line were considered.
Recurrent chromosome-arm amplifications. We called recurrent chromosome-arm amplifications for a lineage across the entire CCLE copy number data set. A chromosome arm was called as amplified if the weighted median of copy number segments on that arm was greater than 2.8. Recurrently amplified chromosome arms for a lineage were then defined with a one-tailed Fisher's exact test to test for enrichment of amplified arms in that lineage, at an FDRcorrected P value of 0.05.
Lineage-specific differential dependencies. For every lineage in our data set with at least five cell lines, we calculated the difference in means in gene dependency between cell lines of that lineage and the rest of the data set, and assessed significance with a one-tailed Student's t test (df = 340), for each gene screened. Differential dependencies were called with a negative effect size at a significance of FDR-corrected P value <0.05. For each chromosome arm that was recurrently amplified for that lineage, we calculated the fraction of significant differential dependencies on that chromosome arm before and after CERES correction.
Code availability. CERES software, documentation, and code for regenerating analyses and figures can be found at https://depmap.org/ceres/. 
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